You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for INDESIT IWDC 6143. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the INDESIT IWDC 6143 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
2. Make sure that the washer-dryer has not been damaged during the transportation process. If it has been damaged, contact the retailer and do not proceed
any further with the installation process. 3. Remove the 4 protective screws (used during transportation) and the rubber washer with the corresponding
spacer, located on the rear part of the appliance (see figure). 1. Connect the supply pipe by screwing it to a cold water tab using a ¾ gas threaded connection
(see figure). Before performing the connection, allow the water to run freely until it is perfectly clear. 2. Connect the inlet hose to the washer-dryer by
screwing it onto the corresponding water inlet of the appliance, which is situated on the top righthand side of the rear part of the appliance (see figure).
3. Make sure that the hose is not folded over or bent. 4. Close off the holes using the plastic plugs provided. 5.
Keep all the parts in a safe place: you will need them again if the washer-dryer needs to be moved to another location. Packaging materials should not be
used as toys for children. Levelling The water pressure at the tap must fall within the values indicated in the Technical details table (see next page). If the inlet
hose is not long enough, contact a specialised shop or an authorised technician. Never use second-hand hoses.
Use the ones supplied with the machine. 1. Install the washer-dryer on a flat sturdy floor, without resting it up against walls, furniture cabinets or anything
else. 2. If the floor is not perfectly level, compensate for any unevenness by tightening or loosening the adjustable front feet (see figure); the angle of
inclination, measured in relation to the worktop, must not exceed 2°. 2 Connecting the drain hose 65 - 100 cm Connect the drain hose, without bending it, to a
draining duct or a wall drain situated between 65 and 100 cm from the floor; the supply voltage is included within the values i ndicated on the Technical
details table (see page 5); the socket is compatible with the washing machine's plug. If this is not the case, replace the socket or the plug. Your appliance is
now supplied with a 13 amp fused plug it can be plugged into a 13 amp socket for immediate use. Before using the appliance please read the instructions
below. GB Where it connects to to the waste water the waste water pipe pipe cut end off cut endor remove the spigot off spigot or remove the blanking cap
blanking cap Where it connects The drain hose may be connected to an under-sink trap.
Before connecting the drain hose from the machine ensure that any blanks or removable ends have been taken off the spigot. If it is place over the edge of a
basin or sink be sure the free end of the hose should not be underwater. WARNING - THIS APPLIANCE MUST BE EARTHED.
@@@@@@@@Replacements can be obtained directly from your nearest Service Depot. Removing the plug: If your appliance has a non-rewireable
moulded plug and you should wish to re-route the mains cable through partitions, units etc., please ensure that either: the plug is replaced by a fused 13
ampere rewearable plug bearing the BSI mark of approval. or: the mains cable is wired directly into a 13 amp cable outlet, controlled by a switch, (in
compliance with BS 5733) which is accessible without moving the appliance. Disposing of the plug: Ensure that before disposing of the plug itself, you make
the pins unusable so that it cannot be accidentally inserted into a socket. Instructions for connecting cable to an alternative plug: Important: the wires in the
mains lead are coloured in accordance with the following code: Green & Yellow Earth Blue Neutral Brown Live We advise against the use of hose
extensions; in case of absolute need, the extension must have the same diameter as the original hose and must not exceed 150 cm in length. Ensure that if the
drain hose is pushed into a standpipe, that the end does not go down more than 15cms (6 inches).
If the hose is pushed down too far, this may cause the machine to self -syphon ie. continuously empty as it is filling. Electric connection Before plugging the
appliance into the mains socket, make sure that: the socket is earthed and in compliance with the applicable law; the socket is able to sustain the appliance's
maximum power load indicated in the Technical details table (see page 5); 3 GB As the colours of the wires in the lead may not correspond with the coloured
markings identifyng the terminals in your plug, proceed as follows: Connect Green & Yellow wire to terminal marked E or coloured Green or Green &
Yellow. or Connect Brown wire to terminal marked L or coloured Red. Connect Blue wire to terminal marked N or coloured Black.
If a 13 amp plug (BS 1363) is used it must be fitted with a 13 amp fuse, either in the plug or adaptor or at the distribution board. If you are in any doubt the
electrical supply to your machine, consult a qualified electrician before use. How to connect an alternative plug: The wires in this mains lead are coloured in
accordance with the following code: BLUE NEUTRAL (N) BROWN LIVE (L) GREEN & YELLOW EARTH (E) Disposing of the appliance: When disposing of
the appliance please remove the plug by cutting the mains cable as close as possible to the plug body and dispose of it as described above. Warning! The
company denies all liability if and when these norms are not respected. The first wash cycle Once the appliance has been installed, and before you use it for
the first time, run a wash cycle with detergent and no laundry, setting the 90°C programme without a pre-wash cycle.
GREEN & YELLOW BROWN 13 ampere fuse BLUE CROSS-BAR CORD GRIP The washing machine should not be installed in an outdoor environment, not
even when the area is sheltered, because it may be very dangerous to leave it exposed to rain and thunderstorms. When the washing machine is installed, the
mains socket must be within easy reach. Do not use extensions or multiple sockets. The power supply cable must never be bent or dangerously compressed.
The power supply cable must only be replaced by an authorised serviceman. 4 Technical data Model IWDC 6143 width 59.5 cm height 85 cm depth 53,5 cm
from 1 to 6 kg for the wash programme; from 1 to 5 kg for the drying programme please refer to the technical data plate fixed to the machine maximum
pressure 1 MPa (10 bar) minimum pressure 0.05 MPa (0.5 bar) drum capacity 52 litres up to 1400 rotations per minute Wash: programme 1; temperature
60°C; run with a load of 6 kg. Drying: first drying cycle performed with a 1 kg load, by selecting a drying time of 60 min; Second drying cycle performed with
a 5 kg load and the DRYING knob on the setting.
This appliance conforms to the following EC Directives: - 89/336/EEC dated 03/05/89 (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and subsequent modifications 2002/96/EC - 2006/95/EC Low Voltage) GB Dimensions Capacity Electrical connections Water connections Spin speed Energy rated programmes according
to regulation EN 50229 5 Description of the washer-dryer and starting a wash cycle GB Control panel WASH CYCLE PROGRESS/ DELAY TIMER indicator
lights ON/OFF button FUNCTION buttons with indicator lights START/ PAUSE button with indicator light TEMPERATURE Detergent dispenser drawer
WASH CYCLE knob knob DOOR LOCKED DRYING indicator light knob Detergent dispenser drawer: used to dispense detergents and washing additives
(see Detergents and laundry).
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ON/OFF button: switches the washer-dryer on and off. WASH CYCLE knob: programmes the wash cycles. During the wash cycle, the knob does not move.
FUNCTION buttons with indicator light: used to select the available functions. The indicator light corresponding to the selected function will remain lit.
@@@@@@The illuminated indicator light shows which phase is in progress. @@@@N.B. @@@@@@@@@@@@Wash Rinse Spin/Drain Drying End
of wash cycle Note: when the drying cycle has finished, the DRYING knob should be returned to the 0 position.
Function buttons and corresponding indicator lights When a function is selected, the corresponding indicator light will illuminate. If the selected function is
not compatible with the programmed wash cycle, the corresponding indicator light will flash and the function will not be activated. If the selected function is
not compatible with another function which has been selected previously, the indicator light corresponding to the first function selected will flash and only the
second function will be activated; the indicator light corresponding to the enabled option will remain lit. Door locked indicator light When the indicator light
is on, the porthole door is locked to prevent it fExpress Wash & Dry (wash cycle 13) was designed to wash and dry lightly soiled garments quickly. This cycle
may be used to wash and dry a laundry load of up to 0.
5 kg in just 35 minutes. To achieve optimum results, use liquid detergent and pre-treat cuffs, collars and stains. 8 Personalisation Turn the TEMPERATURE
knob to set the wash temperature (see Table of wash cycles). The temperature may be lowered, or even set to a cold wash . The washer-dryer will
automatically prevent you from selecting a temperature which is higher than the maximum value set for each wash cycle.
Turn the DRYING knob to select the desired drying Fabric Load type Max. Cupboard Hanger Iron option. There are two options: type load dry dry dry A Based on time: From 40 minutes to 180. (kg) B - Based on the desired laundry dryness level: Cotton Clothing of different 5 180 170 140 : suitable for clothes
which will need ironing Iron dry sizes, Terry towels afterwards. the remaining dampness softens creases, Synthetics Sheets, Shirts, Pyjamas, making them
easier to remove. 3 140 120 100 socks, etc. : ideal for clothes which do not need to Hanger dry be dried fully. Cupboard dry : suitable for laundry which can
be put back in a cupboard without being ironed. If your laundry load to be washed and dried is much greater than the maximum stated load (see adjacent
table), perform the wash cycle, and when the cycle is complete, divide the garments into groups and put some of them back in the drum. At this point, follow
the instructions provided for a "Drying only" cycle.
Repeat this procedure for the remainder of the load. Drying only Use the cycle selector knob to select a drying cycle (11-12) in accordance with the type of
fabric. The desired drying level or time may also be set using the DRYING knob. Setting the temperature GB Setting the drying cycle Table of Drying
timescycling of the materials they contain and reduce the impact on human health and the environment. The crossed out "wheeled bin" symbol on the product
reminds you of your obligation, that when you dispose of the appliance it must be separately collected. Consumers should contact their local authority or
retailer for information concerning the correct disposal of their old appliance. 11 Care and maintenance GB Cutting off the water and electricity supplies
Turn off the water tap after every wash cycle. This will limit wear on the hydraulic system inside the washer-dryer and help to prevent leaks. Unplug the
washer-dryer when cleaning it and during all maintenance work. Cleaning the pump The washer-dryer is fitted with a self-cleaning pump which does not
require any maintenance.
Sometimes, small items (such as coins or buttons) may fall into the pre-chamber which protects the pump, situated in its bottom part. Make sure the wash
cycle has finished and unplug the appliance. To access the pre-chamber: 1. using a screwdriver, remove the cover panel on the lower front part of the washerdryer (see figure); Cleaning the washer-dryer The outer parts and rubber components of the appliance can be cleaned using a soft cloth soaked in lukewarm
soapy water. @@@@@@@@3.
clean the inside thoroughly; 4. screw the lid back on; 5. @@@@@@@@ There is no power in the house. The Washer-dryer door is not closed properly. The
ON/OFF button has not been pressed.
The START/PAUSE button has not been pressed. The water tap has not been opened. A delayed start has been set. The water inlet hose is not connected to the
tap. The hose is bent. The water tap has not been opened. There is no water supply in the house. The pressure is too low. @@ The free end of the hose is
under water (see Installation). The wall drainage system is not fitted with a breather pipe.
@@@@Special antidraining valves are available in shops and help to avoid this inconvenience. The wash cycle does not include draining: some wash cycles
require the drain phase to be started manually. The drain hose is bent (see Installation). The drainage duct is clogged. The drum was not unlocked correctly
during installation (see Installation). The Washer-dryer is not level (see Installation). The Washer-dryer is trapped between cabinets and walls (see
Installation). The water inlet hose is not screwed on properly (see Installation). The detergent dispenser drawer is blocked (for cleaning instructions, see Care
and maintenance). The drain hose is not fixed properly (see Installation).
Switch off the machine and unplug it, wait for approximately 1 minute and then switch it back on again. If the problem persists, contact the Technical
Assistance Service. The Washer-dryer does not drain or spin. The Washer-dryer vibrates a lot during the spin cycle. The Washer-dryer leaks.
The "Function" indicator lights and the "start/pause" indicator light flash, while one of the "phase in progress" indicator lights and the "door locked"
indicator light will remain lit in a fixed manner. There is too much foam. The detergent is not suitable for machine washing (it should display the text for
Washer-dryers or hand and machine wash, or the like). Too much detergent was used. The appliance is not plugged into the socket, or not enough to make
contact.
There has been a power failure. The appliance door is not shut properly. A delayed start has been set. @@@@@@@@The appliance is used only on the
electricity or gas supply printed on the rating plate. The appliance has been used for normal domestic purposes only. The appliance has not been altered,
serviced, maintained, dismantled, or otherwise interfered with by any person not authorised by us. Any repair work must be undertaken by us or our
appointed agent. Any parts removed during repair work or any appliance that is replaced become our property.
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The appliance is used in the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland. GB The guarantee does not cover: Damage resulting from transportation, improper use,
neglect or interference or as a result of improper installation.
Replacement of any consumable item or accessory . These include but are not limited to: plugs, cables, batteries, light bulbs, fluorescent tubes and starters,
covers and filters. Replacement of any removable parts made of glass or plastic. THIS GUARANTEE WILL NOT APPLY IF THE APPLIANCE HAS BEEN
USED IN COMMERCIAL OR NON-DOMESTIC PREMISES. 5 Year Parts Guarantee Indesit also offers you a free 5 year parts guarantee. @@There will be
a charge for our engineer's time. @@@@@@Free Helpdesk Service We have a dedicated team who can provide free advice and assistance with your
appliance if you experience any technical difficulties within the first 90 days of ownership. Simply call our Indesit Service Hotline on 08448 224 224
(Republic of Ireland 0818 313 413)for telephone assistance, or, where necessary, to arrange for an engineer to call. 15 195079822.00 07/2009 - Xerox
Fabriano GB After Sales Service No one is better placed to care for your Indesit appliance during the course of its working life than us - the manufacturer.
Essential Contact Information Indesit Service We are the largest service team in Europe offering you access to 400 skilled telephone advisors and 1100 fully
qualified engineers on call to ensure you receive fast, reliable, local service. UK: 08448 224 224 Republic of Ireland: 0818 313 413 www.indesitservice.co.uk
Please note: Our advisors will require the following information: Model number: Serial number: Parts and Accessories We supply a full range of genuine
replacement parts as well as accessory products that protect and hygienically clean your appliance to keep it looking good and functioning efficiently
throughout its life.
UK: 08448 225 225 Republic of Ireland: 0818 313 413 www.indesitservice.co.uk Appliance Registration We want to give you additional benefits of Indesit
ownership. To activate your free 5 year parts guarantee you must register your appliance with us.
UK: 08448 24 24 24 Republic of Ireland: 01 230 0800 www.indesitservice.co.uk Indesit Company UK Ltd. Morley Way, Peterborough, PE2 9JB Indesit
Company Unit 49 Airways Industrial Estate, Dublin 17 Recycling & Disposal Information As part of Indesit's continued commitment to helping the
environment, Indesit reserves the right to use quality, recycled components to keep down customer costs and minimise material wastage. Please dispose of
packaging and old appliances carefully. To minimise the risk of injury to children, remove the door, plug and cut the mains cable off flush with the appliance.
Dispose of these parts separately to ensure that the appliance can no longer be plugged into a mains socket, and the door cannot be locked shut. 16 .
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